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1. Introduction

Motion, in terms of physics, is a change in the position

of a body with respect to time. In our everyday lives, we

want our computers to automatically interpret the activities

people perform. Motivated by this, human motion analysis

has been a highly active research area in computer vision,

whose goal is to automatically segment, capture, recognize

and predict ongoing human activities in real-time. Deeper

understanding on human actions is essential to various ap-

plication domains, such as security surveillance in public

spaces, including shopping centers and airports; analysis and

synthesis animation in virtual world as sport or 3D cartoon

movies, humancomputer/robot interaction, video retrieval,

virtual reality, computer gaming and many other fields.

Recent technology like 3D specialized markers enables us

to capture the moving signals from marker joints and create

a huge set of 3D action MOCAP data which accurately digi-

tizes a motions spatial-temporal structure. Since the human

body is not simply a rigid block but rather a complex aggre-

gation of flexibly connected limbs and body parts, human

motion can have a very complex spatial-temporal structure.

The underlying questions are how to measure similarity be-

tween motions or how to compare motions in a meaningful

way. The main problem is that the similar types of motions

may exhibit significant spatial and temporal variations. The

irrelevant details (like noise) as well as spatial pose defor-

mations may interfere with the actual semantics.

Meanwhile, the deep learning has been proposed by Ge-

offrey Hinton[1], which simulates the hierarchical structure

of human brain, processes data from lower level to higher

levels and gradually composes more and more semantic con-

cepts in human actions. It is composed of multiple levels of

non-linear operations, such as hidden layers in neural nets

and the complicated propositional formula re-using many

sub-formula. Its continuation method approximates a more

general optimization principle, so that a series of gradually

more difficult optimization problems are solved. The opti-
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Fig. 1: Flow chart of the proposed approach.

mization tasks of searching the parameter space in Deep Be-

lief Networks have recently been proposed notable success-

ful and beaten the state-of-the-art in certain areas. It is not

only can learn the spatial-temporal features from sequences

of information, but also can recognize objects accurately in

real-time.

In this work, we propose the method which uses the depth

architecture networks to learn the semantic action features

for real-time action recognition. After extracting the se-

mantic action features from 3D MOCAP database, we con-

vert them into sequences of images which are used to train

the multilevel networks. These networks not only can learn

the action features, but also can focus on the recognizing

objects in detail and perform real-time actions recognition.

The whole process is illustrated in Figure 1.

The structure of this paper is given as following: in the

section 2, we review related works and some state-of-art ap-

proaches in action recognition. In section 3, we extract the

semantic action features from 3D MOCAP database. In

section 4 and 5, we propose the depth architecture com-

bined from multilevel networks which are trained from the

extracted features to perform real-time action recognition.

Some experiments are presented in section 6. The conclusion

and further works are presented in section 7.
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2. Related work

Recent approaches in action data representing focus on

semantic-based which solves the high-dimensional computa-

tional problems arising from the human motion sequences.

They support the follow-up stages of processing the hu-

man movement on a natural language level in a meaning-

ful way. It requires the understanding of the capture mo-

tion action and expresses the definition of object motion.

Muller et al.[2] propose the concept of Relational Features

(RFs) which describe the boolean geometric relations be-

tween specified body joints of a pose. RFs provide a com-

pact, semantically meaningful representation of motions and

are largely invariant to various kinds of spatial deforma-

tions of poses. This annotation strategy is segment-based

instead of frame-based, thus resulting in semantically more

meaningful units. Based on the RF concept, we propose in

previous work[4] the semantic annotation approach of the

human motion capture data to extract automatically a set

of semantic action features. Using the velocity feature, they

extract the active frames for each sample from the 3D MO-

CAP database. Firstly, they define some General Relational

Features (GRFs), which express the geometric relationship

among the set of some 3D joints, are the action units, then

apply them to different set of body joints to extract the com-

mon action features on active frames. By considering the

sets of action features as words of each document category,

they use the text retrieval method to calculate the words

weighting. The highest weighting RFs in each category are

selected as the semantic action features.

Meanwhile, theoretical results strongly suggest that in or-

der to learn the kind of complicated functions that can rep-

resent high-level abstractions like human actions, we need

depth architectures. They are composed of multiple levels

of non-linear operations, such as in neural nets with many

hidden layers or in complicated propositional formula re-

using many sub-formula. In particular, they construct deep

feature representation by learning features layer by layer, in

which the features are learned directly from sequence of raw

vision data in unsupervised manner. Chen et al.[5] present a

novel hierarchical, distributed model for unsupervised learn-

ing of invariant spatial-temporal features from video. Using

the convolutional Restricted Boltzmann machine as a ba-

sic processing unit, they show that the Space-Time Deep

Belief Network has superior performance on discriminative

and generative tasks including action recognition and video

de-noising when compared to convolutional deep belief net-

works applied on a per-frame basis. Le et al.[6] present an

extension of the Independent Subspace Analysis algorithm

to learn invariant spatial-temporal features. Their method

performs well when combined stacking and convolution to

learn hierarchical representations.

Because the deep learning is an unsupervised manner, the

above approaches need the top-down knowledge of spatial-

temporal action features to further improvement. In this

work, we propose a method to fill this gap by using the

depth architecture networks to learn the semantic action fea-

tures for real-time action recognition. By using the spatial-

temporal action features extracted from the clear 3D MO-

CAP data, our method outperform in processing speed and

accuracy in real-time recognition.

3. Automatically Extract Action Fea-

tures

In this paper, we use the RFs concept and the automatic

action features extraction method[4] to extract the semanti-

cally representative features of human actions from 3D MO-

CAP data. At first, we define the body parts from skeleton

joints and use velocity feature to extract the active frames

for each sample. The raw skeleton sequences are converted

into sequences of binary codes by using the RFs. These RFs

are extracted automatically by applying the set of GRFs to

special sets of body joints in the active frames. This auto-

matically action features extraction is illustrated in Figure

1(A).

We consider set of GRFs which express the geometric

relationship among the set of some 3D joints are the ac-

tion units. For example, the GRF Fplane is defines as:

Fplane = F
(j1,j2,j3;j4)
θ,plane assumes the value one iff joint j4 has a

signed distance greater than θ ∈ R from the oriented plane

spanned by the joints j1, j2 and j3. Similar to [2], in this

work, we use the set of five GRFs: Fplane, Fnplane, Fangle,

Fnmove and Fmove to extract the RFs.

The RF is a function stream f frames that only assumes

the values zero and one:

F : P → {0, 1}f (1)

These RFs are consider as words in a document and ac-

tion categories contain same kind of action documents. Af-

ter weighting by beyond TF-IDF method[7], we select the

top-N RFs, which have highest confidence for each action

class, are considered as semantic action features:

RF (A) = {Fi,j}j=[1,NRFCat]
i=[1,NCat]

(2)

where A is a set of all action categories; NCat is the number

of categories; NRFCat is the number of RFs (top-N RFs)

selected from each category.

4. Depth Architecture Network

The deep learning networks which are structured from

hierarchical layers can learn the spatial-temporal features

from sequences of vision data in unsupervised manner. In

this work, we organize them into the depth architectures to

specify each network functions. We use the extracted se-

mantic action features to train these networks for real-time

action recognition. Firstly, the extracted semantic features

from previous section are converted into sequences of images.

An image is not only contain the spatial information as the

order of RFs, but also have the temporal information from

the window slicing on those results. These images are feed

to the deep architecture; which contains n multilevel net-

works: depthNetLi
, i = 1, n. Trained by NCat categories,
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the depthNetL1
gives top k1 (k1 < NCat) candidates from

the input image. The depthNetL2
, which is trained from se-

quences of images containing k1 categories as a time, gives

top k2 (k2 < k1) candidates to the higher networks. The

top network gets information from its lower networks and

the input image to recognize the final winner category.

In this work, we use the Hierarchical Temporal Memory

(HTM)[8] to create the multilevel networks. Each network

have multi-layers, the lowest layer get the input signal from

the sequences of images. The nodes in each layer will com-

bine input signals, groups them by the Markov chains net-

works then send output to the higher nodes. The top node

covers all the signals from lower layers and classify the input

to different categories. Layer by layer, the network learns

sequences of input information. By this way, it learns the

signals from each image as spatial features and the order of

those appearance as temporal features. One structure ex-

ample of two-level depth architecture networks is showed in

the Figure 1(B).

At each time slot t, the projection result from the set of

NJ body joints into the set of all RFs RF (A) is a vector:

vRF (A) (t) = v1,1v1,2...vNRFCat,NCat
(3)

where the length of this vector is the number of RFs in set

A, NRF (A) = NRFCat.NCat

Each action sample S is a collection of moving body joints

in 3D. The projection result from S into the set RF (A) is a

matrix:

M
(
NF (S) , NRF (A)

)
=
[
vRF (A) (t)

]NF (S)
t=1

(4)

where NF (S) is the number frames of samples S.

An image Img is a sliding window on the matrix M .

The sequence of images from samples S projected on the

set RF (A) as:

SeqRF (A) (S) =
{
Imgj

(
wsize,NRF (A)

)}l(S)
j=1

(5)

where wsize is the width of image and l(S) = NF (S) −
wsize+ 1.

In order to get sequences of images for depthNetLi
(i ≥ 2),

we need to get all sets of ki items from NCat categories:

Set (ki) =
{
Aki
u

}{
ki
NCat

u=1
(6)

where Aki
u is a set of ki categories.

Similar to the depthNetL1
, the sequences of images for

depthNetLi
from action sample S by projected on the set

of RFs RF (Aki
u ), u = 1, 2, ..., {ki

NCat
are:

Seq
RF (A

ki
u )

(S) =
{
Imgj

(
wsize,N

RF (A
ki
u )

)}l(S)
j=1

(7)

where RF (Aki
u ) is the set of RFs belongs to set Aki

u and

N
RF (A

ki
u )

is the number of RFs belong to the set Aki
u .

For every sample Sj in each action cate-

gory, we calculate sequences SeqRF (A) (Sj) and

Seq
RF (A

ki
u )

(Sj) (1 ≤ u ≤ {ki

NCat
, i ≥ 2) which are used

to train depthNetL1
and depthNetLi

.

5. Action Recognition

After trained from sequences of images, the depth archi-

tecture networks can recognize actions in real-time as fol-

lowing:

• At each time slot tj(tj > wsize), we get image

Imgtj (wsize,NRF (A)) by projecting the set of NJ body

joints into the set of all RFs RF (A) from tj−wsize+1 to tj .

• This image Imgtj is an input to the depthNetL1
. From

the output, we select set of k1 highest values candidates Ak1

u′ .

• We create the image Imgtj (wsize,N
RF (A

k1
u′ )

) by pro-

jecting the set of NJ body joints into the set of RFs

RF (Ak1

u′ ) from tj−wsize+1 to tj . This image is an input

to the higher network depthNetL2
to get k2 candidates.

• This process is continuous until it reaches the top net-

work. The final output is the recognition result.

Our propose method not only can recognize actions in

real-time, but also from the middle of the actions.

6. Experiments

We use the 3D motion capture data from HDM05 motion

capture database[9] for performance validation. To extract

the action features, we collect twenty different actions as

showed in Table I. Each action has from eight to thirty-five

samples and performed by five different actors. After calcu-

lating the confident for each RF, we select top 50 RFs for

each action category.

Table 1: List of experiment actions.

No. Original Actions (*NoS) No. Semantic Testing Actions (*NoS)

1 kickRFront1Reps (35) 11 kickRSide2Reps (20)
2 punchRFront1Reps (35) 12 punchRSide1Reps (33)
3 shuffle2StepsLStart (18) 13 shuffle2StepsRStart (18)
4 walk2StepsLstart (36) 14 walkLeftCircle4StepsLstart (7)
5 sitDownChair (25) 15 sitDownFloor (25)
6 sneak2StepsLStart (21) 16 sneak2StepsRStart (21)
7 standUpLieFloor (25) 17 standUpSitFloor (25)
8 throwSittingHighR (19) 18 throwSittingLowR (19)
9 cartwheelLHandStart1Reps (26) 19 cartwheelRHandStart1Reps (8)
10 jogLeftCircle4StepsRstart (22) 20 jogLeftCircle4StepsRstart (22)

(*)NoS is the Number of Samples.

We use HTM[9] to create two depth networks depthNetL1

trained with number of categories k1 = 5 and depthNetL2

with k2 = 4. The depthNetL1
has eight layers with the size

of input sensor is 128×128, while depthNetL2
has seven

layers and the input sensor size is 64×64. The numbers of

nodes in each layer of each network are described in Table 2.

Each node in higher layer gets the input from its four child

nodes except the node in layer one gets input directly from

the sensor images. While training or recognizing, the input

images of two networks are re-sized to fix their sensor sizes.

Table 2: Networks parameters.

Network NoL(*) Numuber of nodes in each layer

depthNetL1
7 [(1) ,(2×2), (4×4),(8×8),

(16×16),(32×32),(64×64)]
depthNetL2

8 [(1) ,(2×2), (4×4),(8×8),(16×16),
(32×32),(64×64),(128×128)]

(*) NoL is the Number of Layers.

We experiment the accuracy of this depth architecture by
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Fig. 2: The accuracy of two depth architecture networks with the
changing of window size wsize (Eq.(5)).

changing the window size wzise, in Eq. (5), from 20 to 140

frames on the set of five actions No.1 to No.5 as showed in

Table 1. We randomly two-thirds samples of the action se-

quences for training and used the remaining one-thirds for

testing.

We compare the results from two depth architec-

ture networks, the multilevel-networks combined from

depthNetL1
and depthNetL2

, while the single-network has

only depthNetL1
. The results are showed in the Figure 2.

In general, the accuracy results from the multilevel-networks

as showed in red line are higher than from the single-network

as show in blue line. The multilevel-networks gets the high-

est accuracy 94.71 percent at wsize = 80. The accuracy of

both depth architectures always get higher than 88 percent.

The results reduce to around 93.5 percent when the window

size wsize is larger than 100 pixel because we fit the size of

input sensors are 128×128.

We experiment with another depth architecture net-

work combined from depthNetL1
, depthNetL2,1

and

depthNetL2,2
which have the same seven layers, the size

of input sensors are 64×64 and the window size wzise = 80.

At the layer one, depthNetL1
is trained from the set of

ten actions No.1 to No.10 as showed in Table 1. At the

layer two, depthNetL2,1
is trained five actions No.1 to No.5

and No.6 to No.10 for depthNetL2,2
. To evaluate this ar-

chitecture, we collect the set of ten semantic testing ac-

tions which have similar meaning to the original set, e.g.

we train the action punchRFront1Reps(2) and test the se-

mantic action punchRSide1Reps(12). All the pairs of orig-

inal and semantic testing actions are showed in the Ta-

ble 1. The accuracy from the original set is 91.47 per-

cent while the semantic testing set gets 75.26 percent. The

Figure 3. shows more detail of each action accuracy from

both sets. In the semantic testing set, the accuracy of

actions punchRSide1Reps(12), sneak2StepsRStart(16) and

throwSittingLowR(18) get nearly equal to their correlated

original actions. Especially, the accuracy from action kickR-

Side2Reps(11) gets 99.41 percent accuracy higher than the

original action kickRFront1Reps(1) which gets 79.70 per-

cent.

The deep learning is used to create our architecture net-

works helps the speed of processing can reach to 1.296 sec-

Fig. 3: The accuracy of classification from original and semantic
testing actions.

onds for each frame. Before the actions have finished, it

already gave the results. For further work, we will focus

on training more actions by grouping the set of actions into

different kinds of blocks and could manage them by the se-

mantic network. Using different kinds of action blocks, we

only can function the depth architecture networks, but also

easy to manage our program memory.

7. Conclusion

In this work, we propose a depth architecture networks

which trained from semantic action features for real-time

action recognition. The action features are extracted based

on the velocity feature of body joints, relational feature con-

cept and statistic method. We convert the extracted features

into sequences of images which are feed into multilevel net-

works in depth architecture. These networks not only can

learn the spatial and temporal from extracted features, but

also can focus on objects more detail to recognize actions in

real-time. We could apply this model to the human tracking

systems and other practical applications in future works.
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